OUR LASALLIAN CULTURE OF CARE

ROLES IN LASALLIAN SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES
High School Teacher or Administrator
Elem. Or Middle School Teacher of Admin.
College/University
Counselor, Social Worker, Guidance Counselor
Support Staff (maintenance, bursar, food service)
Child Welfare or Juvenile Justice
Overseas ministries
District or Institute administrator
Board Members
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LASALLIAN CULTURE OF CARE
Response to an RFP by New York City Children’s
Services requiring services to be provided using an
“Evidence-Based Model” or a “Promising Practice.”
350 years/ 84 countries Something is working!

Combining the underpinnings of Lasallian pedagogy
with modern developmental psychological theories
and the Helping relationship.

WHAT ARE THE THREE FOUNDATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF
OUR LASALLIAN CULTURE OF CARE ?

TOUCHING HEARTS
TRANSFORMING LIVES
INSTILLING (MANUFACTURING) HOPE

“Children of the
artisans and the poor
abandoned and left to
themselves”

MDPGH MISSION
“The Least, the Last,
The Lost”
CTH Homes / ABH Residence

JAILER

HELPER

HEALER

Positive Relationships
Personal Relationships
Professional Relationships

PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Healthy Personal Relationships

Healthy Professional Relationships

• Power is more equal

• Power is unequal

• Meeting needs is reciprocal

• Professional has more power

• Began, continued, or ended by
the choices of those involved

• Meeting needs is not reciprocal
• Parties involved may not have a
choice about when the
relationships begins, continues,
and ends

LASALLIAN CULTURE OF CARE
Lasallian Approach

Exploitive Approach

Messages

Messages

I win, You win
You are worth my time and
energy
You are important
You can…You’re competent
Styles
Assertive
Influencing
Nurturing

I win, You lose

You’re worth nothing
You can’t do anything right
You can’t…You’re
incompetent
Styles
Aggressive/Passive
aggressive

Demanding
Abusive

LASALLIAN CULTURE OF CARE
Lasallian Approach
Expressions of Self

Caring, Invested
Open, Self Confident
Cooperative, Assertive
Experience of Self
Connected and Safe

Secure and competent

Exploitive Approach
Expressions of Self
Nonchalant, uncaring,
tough guy
Watchful, hypersensitive
to rejection
Aggressive, verbally and
physically
Experience of Self
Alone and Threatened
Fear, hurt, anger

CULTURAL COMPETENCE

• Awareness and acceptance of Differences…

One of the essential qualities required of those who instruct others is that they must
get to know their pupils and discern the manner in which they must act towards
them. Med. 33.1

• Self Awareness…
You are taking the place of the good Shepherd — ambassadors and ministers of
Jesus. MTR 4

• Dynamics of Differences…
Provide them with the means of salvation appropriate to their development. MTR.l
(MTR 5, MTR 11,)

• Knowledge of an Individual’s Culture…
God gives you the power to perform miracles by touching the hearts of those
entrusted to your care. This is the greatest miracle you can perform and one which
God expects of you. Frequently ask him for the grace to touch hearts. Meds 180,139,
81

• Adaption of Skills…
to touch the hearts of your pupils; this is the greatest miracle you can perform. Med
139

FOUR KEY FACTORS FOR ANALYZING A CULTURE OF CARE

The physical and human elements of
the system

Interactions among those elements
and between this system and
other systems
Needs of individuals in the system
Individual behaviors and how they
are influenced by the other factors

WHO AM I? I AM LASALLIAN …
WHAT DOES THAT REQUIRE OF ME?

Faith
ENERGY

Zeal
TALENTS

Love
Children

VIRTUES
• Transformation

VALUES
• Motivation

TWELVE LASALLIAN VIRTUES IN THE
21ST CENTURY
Zeal – Zeal is a virtue that guides us to give nothing but good examples to the
children entrusted to us; especially since they naturally imitate what they see us do.
Zeal gives us that desire to work for the salvation of the young people we serve.
WISDOM – The virtue of Wisdom gives us the ability to discern what is true, right,
important or lasting and the ability to act on them. Wisdom can be seen as a blend of
compassion and knowledge which are shaped into tangible action through the
practice of the other virtues which helps us to act in ways that serve the well-being of
the youth entrusted to us.

VIGILANCE – Vigilance makes us diligent and thorough in fulfilling all our tasks and
responsibilities. Vigilance forces us to watch over ourselves, over the thoughts of our
mind, over the movements of our hearts, over the uses we make of our five senses,
and over our entire person so as not to do anything except what is good for the youth
entrusted to us.
SILENCE - Silence is the ability to be still and quiet. Silence is knowing the appropriate
time to speak. Silence is knowing the appropriate words to speak. Silence is an
opportunity to stop speaking and begin listening to the young people that we serve.
Silence allows us to hear the internal words the youth entrusted to us are scared to
share.
RESERVE - Reserve is a virtue that helps us think, speak, and act with restraint,
discretion, and unpretentiousness. Reserve helps us control ourselves in
circumstances that might lead us to grow angry or upset. Reserve requires us to act in
consideration of the innocence of the children we serve at all times.

PRUDENCE – The virtue of Prudence gives us the ability to distinguish between what is
right and what is wrong. Prudence also moves us to become the best that we can be.
PIETY - The virtue of Piety instills in us a desire to always do that which is pleasing to
God and, by extension, that which is pleasing to those young people entrusted to our
care.
Patience – The virtue of Patience helps us stop and think and helps us make good
decisions. Patience helps us understand that we may not get the results we desire right
away but by being patient we will have a clear mind to think through the possible results
of our actions and how it may affect the youth that we serve.
Humility – The virtue of humility allows us to believe in someone other than ourselves, it
allows us to believe in the young people we serve. It allows us to believe in the
founder’s mission. In order to love, we need to be humble. Humility allows us to forget
ourselves and love the young people entrusted into our care. We can practice humility by
showing our youth mutual respect, kindness and acceptance.

GRAVITY – Having the virtue of Gravity is having a sense of importance of the matter at
hand. In this case, that matter is the youth entrusted to our care. Gravity also refers to
taking your responsibilities seriously and having self-control in regards to how we deal
with, approach and speak to the young people we serve.
GENTLENESS - Gentleness is possibly the most misunderstood virtue. Many people
think of gentleness as being weak, timid, or passive. That is not the case!! Gentleness
is strength under control. Gentleness means recognizing that the world around us is
fragile, especially the young people entrusted to us. It is recognizing our own capacity
to do harm to them and to their lives and choosing instead to be tender, soft-spoken,
softhearted, and careful. When we are gentle we touch the minds and hearts of the
youth entrusted to us in ways that protect and preserve them. A gentle word or touch
can channel our energy into healing or making peace.
GENEROSITY - The highest gift we can give to another is the gift of ourselves. The
virtue of generosity is focuses on us being willing to give/share the talents and gifts we
have been blessed with. We cannot take with us what we have, though many people
seem to live as though they could. But we can leave behind what we have given.

GENEROSITY … GENTLENESS … GRAVITY …HUMILITY …
PATIENCE … PIETY … PRUDENCE … RESERVE … SILENCE …
VIGILANCE … WISDOM … ZEAL

MONTHLY MDPGH VIRTUES & VALUES THEMES
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER

GENEROSITY
GENTLENESS
GRAVITY
HUMILITY
PATIENCE
PIETY
PRUDENCE
RESERVE
SILENCE
VIGILANCE
WISDOM
ZEAL

COMPASSION
CULTURAL SENSITIVITY
FAITH
HONESTY
HUMOR
INTERDEPENDENCE
JUSTICE
PERSERVERANCE
RECONCILIATION
RESPECT
RESPONSIBILITY
UNSELFISHNESS

HOW DO WE TRANSFORM LIVES?...

HOW DO WE INSTILL HOPE? …

OUR
LASALLIAN
HERITAGE
WE
PROMISE

AND
WE
VOW…

ASSOCIATIONIN
SERVICE FOR
THE POOR

